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Cosmic Digest Vol.l - No.l, Quarterly, Free to all members,5^ 
to the public, 2$/ for a year. This is No,1,and features th® 
COSMIC CIRCLE ANNOUNCEMENT, Future Issues will contain a digest 
of most important material appearing in the official publication 
called COSMIC CIRCLE MONTHLY (free to to inner circle members,lt£ 
to others , 15/ to outsiders), Address all inquiries on requests 
for membership or information,or money, stamps or for magazines, ta 
Vergic Allen, 215' North 20th St,,Newcastle,Indiana. You may wri'tye 
to Helen bradleigh,if you care to. do so, please put in care of 
Virgie Allen at the above address.

Always feel free to write for any reason. For further inform-* 
ation or questions you may wish to ask, we are always glad to be - 
of assistance. All mail answered. If you know of any stfans or 
headers near you,send us their addresses,. A copy of this announ
cement will be sent to therm;also, This is being sent anywhere in 
the World -- 15 countries at present, 1,250 ‘copies. More will be 
printed if necessary! J

Additional copies of this first issue may be obtained free by 
writing addreds- above. This Digest has1 by far the largest ctcula* 
iOS® of anything in- SCIENCE FICTION HANDCM. An add placed' in COS-e 
JiiC DIGESx will get you more results In the- world of Fantastic 

Thought than anyplace else you could possibly place it. Fifteen ('15$ 
tprds for 5d/ , 5/ for each over 159N.-one accented for loss,than 
5f<f. For pictured,feature or displayed ads,write for details*

"K* bi ; v*X' ■)»- “/?;• -K' “Jv tc■)< ’J/’ - h’frr'c-a'#*?e ■?»-*K‘"X" -X’ *?<• •;r-X“ *?r •ft # ’X*#.#

, This issue is financed by Helen Bradleigh. 1,253 copies. Origin- 
announcement written by Helen Bradleigh for the Cosmic Circle.

Digest by Don Rogers (called "Superfan"). Stencils by Raymond 
Washington,Jr, For full text of this announcement,plus many other 
highly intelligent and informative articles on many subjects and 
diirrerjt topics of fandom send 10<Z to the above address for the 
the COSMIC CIRCLE MONTHut.

For the amazing TRUE adventures of SUPERFAN. and other true fan 
and fantastic,experiences,send 5/ for a copy of TRUE FANTASTIC EX- 
EERI.ENCES, tissues 5®/.

thanks are due also,to Morale Jenkinson, Jr,,and D.B, Thompson 
far help and advice,and to others who in any way assisted or were of 
service.
-C'-C--------------///!---

COSMIC COUNCIL

Don Rogers  --------  Soordinator
Helen B-radlelgh ---- Psychological Advisor
Hex Matthews------------Technician
Haymond Washington!— Official Secretary
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V. CLUBS OR CENTERS OF THE COSMIC CIRCLE AS 0? JUNE, 1943:

ROSE CITY SCIENCE CIRCLE — Newcastle , Jr fl tfliw 
CIxtCIE CITY COSMIC SOCIETY — Indianapolis, Ind, 
TEt Ik Il-GTOI CIRCLE — Irvington, Ind’pls , Ind. 
THE COS. 1C THINKERS — Liv* Oak, Fla.

OFFICIAL STATE-WIDE FEDERATIONS:

INDIANA — Cosmic Club
FLORIDA — Florida Cosmos Society
GEORGIA — (name undecided)
UTAH — Utah. Cosmic Fans
OHIO — (undecided)
KENTUCKY *— (undecided)
TENNESEL *** (undecided)
<* ** ♦».: ** **

OUTPOSTS OK REPRESENTATIVES:

MUNCIE, IND* ■— Jenkinson 
VALDOSTA, GA. —^T)avld Miller
BOSTON, LASS. — A. L. Schwartz 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH—A, Maxwell 
OPELOUSAS, LA. — James Maxwell 
QREBECK, QUE. — Jadine Hear 
WINDSOR , .ONTARIO — Albert Bakst

ste* ** ** ** ** ** **

-I® OUR CM LET OF COSMIC FANDOM AND TEE COSMIC OTP CT.?.

For several raillions of years creatures tnat could, be called 
human nave' struggled on the long rise upward to intelligence and ci
vilization. For much of- that time they have lived much Like the ot- 
wr great simians, without benefit of clothing, fire, ^tone imple- 
Jknts, or even bow and arrow. ■- • *

Over a million years ag© man bag®# to use stone implements, 
discovers^ lire, and somewhat latsr bagiui Living in primitive commu- 
b\ties. to cLs-ves.ticate animals and plant crops, and there came the 
Invention of w^tch doctors, tribal taboos, and ceremony, clothing , 
norals , ?W*d w hatM^.v e - you.

It was only ab^ut 8,000 years ago that erude picture writing 
and ^iaroglyphics were inaugurated, and the first date in recorded 
history is something like 6,000 years ago.

»inee this date the empires of Sumeria, Phoenicia, Ur, Crete, 
«E7Pti Carthage, Greece, Rome , and many others have riien aiid fallen. 
OpA bloody war, tyrrany. and dictatorship has fallowed'another.

The. COSMIC CIRCLE la opposed to all forms of dictatorship, and 
Cosmic Civilization which our children will one day build will 

crumble to ruin ajad pass like the others into the dust of cen
turies. The Race of Cosmic men end women will be invincible because 
they know and believe in the COSMip CONCEPT, the Cosmic Viewpoint of 
things. We arc they whoafil. G. V,*«lls has termed "Star Begotten."

Men have been abject slovec to the Grossest^ -in4© s t idiotic 
superstitions and hocus—i^cus-imaginable} J Man*fiKVe t' o.r t_u ,r t d., 
fci lie d.’ana offered up human sacrifices in the name of tribal 
priests, superstitions, powerful tyrants- orrJ 'cruel gods. ' No concpptA 
ti$h of« intelligent reasoning/ 'science'-''and' Ibfeie-, And the brother^' 
hbod.off mjen.- ifo systeWtib search truth and knowledge based on, .'i -v '••••' : r : Hie ■ J'. <: ■ '
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logical deduction from observation g f nrAv.rc ’s lav/s instead of 
supernatural!sm. Ko research based an ism nt St ion, the trial-
and-error method.

That which was to someday bring about the- new race lay slumber* 
Ing in the germ plasm, had. long and terrible to contemplate was the 
dark night of superstition that held, its grim sway so long over the 
world and mind of manJ

Through the Dark Ages,when the most abysmal ignorance and crass 
superstition prevailed — v.hen religious wars of mfess annihilation 

. ; were fought — when the first scientists were burned like Bruno o|* 
made to retract their ’’unholy heresies” like Galileo’s theory of 
earth and planets circling the run, the light of Science and Thous.lt 
burned low indeed.

’*'• It was not until after the discovery of America' and the 17t..f 
and'19th centuries that sei-nee and invention got their first 

j»bdl.start. Men began to experiment, to entertain doubts as to the
validity of the old hid--bound suppositions handed up from their 
Cro-Magnon ancestors ( o r perhaps from the Keanderthalers before 
thcml). The light of reason begem to flicker feebly, then burst into 
an ever-brightening flam.. n flam, of Hope for the tyunv-m reccl

America was a democracy. Men were freer, practically for tlx 
first time, to think, to work and invent. One invention followed 
another with amazing rapidity. The steam engine, electricity, gusoT 
line engine, airplane, radio, atom smashers and television we.ye pro
duced. The list is endless: all the inventions of rmd- :.i ttm.-e.

With the increasing part science was playing in our daily 
lives, and with so many people interested in science end scientific 
theories,, some authors and imaginative persons bvgan to speculate 
and Imagine what things would be like , what inventions there would 
be 100, 1,000 years from now. Whet would the future be like? They 
wondered if there would be ships to travel to end from other worlds 
just as ships travel to other countries across the stfhs today.

So they wrote stories about these things, and many more. It was 
a new kind of literature they created. They were pioneers; Jules 
Verne, H. G. Wells, a. Merrit, Eider Haggard, and Ray Cummings, to 
mention a few. In the early 1900’s, a new field of literature and 
human endeavor was introduced.

Science Fiction, or Scientifiction as it came to be called, was 
for a coning generation. It was, and is, the literature of the fu
ture. It was not until the April of 1926 that the ‘ first magazine 
devoted entirely to science fiction appeared on the newsstands. It 
was the old aMAZIKG STORIES. Later came WOOER and ASTOUKDIEG. Fol
lowing, came all the others, until just b efbrc the War thex’c were 
some 18 professional publications ,oC.:,this> typtp::Anu.^.iteritable host 
of- amateurs.

Science F&jattan Fandom .has slowly developed, grown and evolved 
through the years, adding converts to its raixks in all parts of the 
country, E?-gland, Australia, etc. ■ ’

It is presumed hciffc that the reader has at least a vague, or 
fair knowledge (as the case may be) of Fandom. What it' is all about, 
who the leading fans "are , etc. It is impossible to dwell at any. 
great length here on the almost endless history, complications, end 
justifications of fandoig, in general.

However, if you ufe somewhat new, or not well-acquainted with, 
th- faa world, or just an interested party and wishing same intorae> 

Thous.lt
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tion, please foal perfectly free r.t way tine to write for ary infor
mation or assistance to the COSLIC CIRCLE in care of Vergie Allen, 
214 forth. 20th, Newcastle, Indiana.

As E. E. Evans stated, in a paper he read before the Denver con
vention in 1941, random has at last come of age, and it has reached 
a much more mature state of affairs. Fans are doing things in more 
of a business*-like manner.

But all this, though shewing much progress fo£ a start, is in 
Itself far from being enough, nor does the current status of fando< 
anywhere near represent a desired attainment or an ideal state of 
affairs! There is much lacking — much left to be desired. Let us 
for just a moment examine aspects of the set-up. t

What is a FAN? A fan is a reader of science fiction and fantasy 
who writes”To the reader; ’ columns, to' other fans, writes for or 
puts out c. fanzine, or who is a member of a fan club or takes an ac
tive interest or part in other activities pertaining to fandom.

Fans write letters to the magazines, to fanzines, carry on cor
respondence, collect magazines, books, (some of them phonograph rec
ords) and have get-iogetiers, where they lov^ to talk and patter 
about all manner of things-----artists, illustratiaj3B, this story
’’stinks” or this particular one should have a boquet of orchids. Or 
so-and-so is a louse, am introvert, or even less complementary as
sertions! There is too much of this latter..sort: of thing in fandom.

rhare’-iatnothing in all the world like the downright ecstacy 
and cosmic companionship afforded by an all-out fan gabfestl These 
things are infinitely desirable and such fan activities should be 
made more numerous.

The point we are trying to get at is this; ’While Fandom is on 
a high path, a road of promise of great things to come, we cannot 
help feeling that these things alone are not enough —* that while we 
do all these things ,t©o.p.~thuy are not.' s.uf fie lent thy; •Xh&MBelye s . This 
is not all there is* or^s to be. of the lofty Ideali ani the great 
purpose and plan* believe in for the future of our beloved 
Seienee Fiction Fandom* Hm! A Million times no.

It is only natural that attention be paid to the illustrations, 
whether the magazine’s edges are trimmed or not, and to whether your 
fellow fan is a louse, or perhaps has just been victimized like poor 
olt TMgvi. But entirely too much attention is paid to matters like 
these, and not nearly enough to the science and concepts in the sto
ries, science in general, and the leading scientific discoveries of 
the day, some of which'many fans have never even heard‘of and which 
are just as wonderful as most of those in the stories! or co even 
the most meager knowleige of what is now known of physics?astronomy, 
biology, psychology, relativity, electronics, etc., which most of 
the stories are about, or make refe^nce to.

Many fans have f'hiit themselves into theiri-jown little world 
of prozines, fansireq. and fan Activities to such an extent that 
they arc literally strftnger-' to their own iamr.lies•?p^hey give very 
little thought to, or, over. know what is going on in the universe 
cutside their own little circle of fane, or to the sociological and 
psychological conditions and developments, of which their fandom is 
in integral part, and which will determine the Future they constant
ly rave about! - . A » * . • .

Now while it is r. truism that most fans know traean^oualy more 
About jMienca and scientific theories than doos the public.
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mny fans display rm ignorance of even the most simple facts of sci
ence which is as pathetic as it is depressing.

COSUC FaKDOM

Science has to explore the entire field of reality. Everything
— absolutely everything — is in the realm of scientific investiga
tion. S, F., as its none inplies, is literature with c scientific 
basis or background of science. Therefore S. F. may be written 
about any science, or everything or occurcnce whatsoever I Science 
Fiction is as broad as Existence, as big as the Universe.

Ind so we have called ourselves COSMIC Fid'S ,and the World-wi.^ 
Organization of cosmic-minded non and women the COSI-ZC CIRCLE, be
cause we are fans of the entire cosmos. We arc "funs" of everything
— of all that is, that was, and that’ ever will bel

^nd now the tine has cone irhen. nwej.xwis^t to announce it to the 
world, and. to all those who now feel themselves in accordance with 
our doctrine, who are interested end. wish to know more. e arc 
definitely science fiction fans, but of a Fandom thipt is fuller , 
broader, and greater in scope. Hugo Gcrnsback and other "old timers" 
mst, we believe, have envisioned something like this.

We want to know and i. tend io know what theeclatest discoveries 
are and what is now known of Electronics, Biochemistry, ^strophysics 
and other branches of science. The stories we love often contain 
mention of these. How can we understand or appreciate the stories 
if . we do not have even a brief working knowledge of those? (Id- ch 
information can be picked up in the Science department cf a public 
library in your spare tine.)

We are vitally and intensely interested in the affairs around 
us, sociological, psychological and scientific-----in world condi
tions, in the great humanity, of which fandom is a part.

We are intelasted in that humanity. We hope to convert many of 
them to our cause. We think we may be able to someday better these 
conditions, because of our understanding of science, and of human 
nature, and our intense and burning desire to see and live in a bet
ter world, like the ones we read and dream about in the portals of 
science fiction.

By now someone may bo calling us vain idealists. ^n idealist 
is a desirable bcinge. Ju man who has ideals has something to work, 
and live for. Many of the world's greatest thinkers were idealists. 
There's one thing wrong with most idealists they arc usually not 
practical enough to put their ideas across, even though those ideals 
ere sound and workable,

, We arc trying to avoid that old mistake. We intend to get back 
of opr ideals, and rush and stove, plan and work, until v;c get sone* 
RESULTS.

That's the trouble with many funs. They aren’t int-rested 
enough in the purposes described. They are more content with just 
sitting by, and letting things happen as they will, content to talk 
about, and comment on future civilizations, but never, never trying 
to do anything that would perhaps better ours , end help to bring 

'about that scientific world of the Future, or start a big campaign 
to get the general public interested in S. F«, which would eventually 
do a great deal toward bringing about a scientific civilization and 
the liberal demberaey we are working for.
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We are going to do all in our povzer to furth-cr Science Fiction 
and Cosmic Fandom, which wc believe is to further humanity and make 
the world a better place to live £4. Ow unofficial motto could well 
be, «i came, I saw, I DID :SOE®tafG. ABOUT Hl" and not "I cane, I 
saw, I ran like hell." ~“"

Wherever big things are being done for the advancement of the 
human race, wherever scientific investigations are going on, there 

th. Cosmic fans will he- there,
in the foreground or behind- the scenes, in there pitching,, doing 
their part. There will surely be one connected with these hapoenin^ 
in some capacity — certainly there will be Cosmic Fans vitally 
tcrested in them and keenly studying and observing the outcome 
possibilities.
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TEE COSMIC CIRCLE

WORLD-WIDE ORGANIZATION OF COSMIC MINDED MEN AND WOMEN

Who is a Cosmic Fan? A person with a cosmic viawpoint of things, a 
follower of the Cosmic Coaaept. A seeker after truth and knowledge* 
an advocate of that fuller and.broader fandom described, a fan of 
all the Cosmos, The Cosmic Concept is a cosmology of all things — 
a cosmic philosophy. Anyone in the whole world nay, if they so wish 
to consider themselves, be called a Cosmic Fan.

The COSMIC CIRCLE is a world-wide organization of oosmi n-minded 
men and women. The COSMIC COUNCIL (or "High Command" as snr.iet.1nw>B 
humorously referred to) at present consists of four persons (see 
bottom of first page), or three Cwamen and a "Cosmette” (word coined 
by Rex Matthews). Don Rogers, Helen Br&dleigh, Rex Matthews, and 
Raymond Washington, Jr (Of the Star Flecked Cosmos) make up the 
Council, the governing body of the Cosmic Circle.

Then come the various officials, heads of departments and com
mittees, directors of various research projects, state and local 
representatives, etc. These are all in the Innar Circle, as is also 
anyone who pays the fee of 95c (semi-annually), whicn includes the 
official publication, COSMIC CIRCLE MONTHLY (12 issues.)

The Outer Circle consists of anyone who wants to be in it, any
one who considers themselvws to be a Cosmic Fan, or cosmic-minded 
man or woman. There is no charge of any kind for anyone to become a 
member of the Ov.tv.r Circle; there is no obligation, no strings at
tached whatsoever. There is . nothing that you have to buy , and no 
activities you must take part in.

After you have completely read this, you will surely know whe
ther the title COSMIC FAN applies to you or not. You alone are the 
sole judge I For who could, know better than you, whether you could be 
called a cosmic fan? (If you desire any information, or are just an 
interested party, remember to always feel free to write!) To be a 
Cosmic Fan, a member of our Outer Circle, it is only necessary to 
SLY YOU ARE ONE, by dropping a postcard or letter to 214 N. 20th , 
Newcastle, Indiana, right away!

Just state that you want to be a member — "I am a cosmic fan," 
or anything else that you want to say. Your name will be entered in 
the BOOK OF THE COSMEN (which we believe will contain the intelligen
tsia of this planet), and you will be sent free the quarterly COSMIC 
DIGEST and other bulletins and information from time to time ,so, that 
you say keep in touch with all that’s going on.

You will be sent a membership card, stickers for your fan mail, 
and a sample group of colored, sclent if ictional envelopes. The re
sources of the Organization, in the various services and free helps, 
and the Planet Bureau of World Information, are advantages and ser
vices you may use if you so desire, as a member of the Circle.

There is absolutely NO CHARGE Ok OBLIGATIONS of any kind what
soever connected with this! The services mentioned are actually free 
to anyone who sends a postcard and wants to become a member.

Ko one in the Outer Circle is EVER required to do anything else. 
You can always stay there if you v^ish to do so. We reiterate, there 
is no charge of any kind to be a member of it. Simply send a post
card. when vou have finished readinc this.
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L large colored picture of the planet Earth between a Ar for 
Victory (suitable for framing in your study or den), the famous "V- 
Globe”, symbol of Victory for a scientific civilization encompassing 
the world, may be obtained for 2 dines; when these are printed. But 
these arc optional. It is unnecessary tc buy anything nt all.

To bo in the INTER CIRCLE, i t is only necessary to send (at 
any time you may so desire) 95/ (semi-annually) which includes 
twelve issues of the official publication, COSMIC CIRCLE HOKTHTYr 
Anyone in the Outer Circle may lo this at any time, and then theS 
become one of the Inner Circle, though they do not have to eyc%.%&<a 
so. But whether you are in the Inner or the Outer, you are a rT..TbXi-. 
OF THE CO S1JC CihCL’S^ That is xih.. t really counts I

We arc trying Wget in touch with cvcryohc~in the whole V/orJ^ 
who is intcrct-’ucd in cosmic things, as vic are, who may want to b<-W 
cone ,Tone of us”J It is only necessary to drop a postcard.

This is not a new or upstart organization, an untried or wild 
attempt. In our home city we have considerable influence and state* 
wide notoriety. On Feb. 22, the Anniversary of the Cor ml c party, we 
had quite a parade, getting a local band to play for us* This as-,* 
sembled in Bradleigh square and marched to the Victory plaza, ending ' 
with a picnic in Memorial Park. Certain city officials are friends 
of ours, (Wo helped to.ghJt thefi.eio&t^d.) You can read about, these 
things and many more in the C. C. Monthly.

The actual birthday or anniversary of the CGS1.IC Cui CEPT is Feb. 
22, 1940, and our movement officially celebrates that date, and thus 
the third year of our existence ended on this date in 1945. The re* 
malnder of this year 1943 till Feb. 22, 1944, constitutes the year 
4 C. C, (Fourth year of the Cosmic Concept.)

Up until a short while ago it was mostly a local affair, how* 
ever. Only recently has it become a national organization and now 
world-wide. For long periods of time almost no activities wore able 
to be accomplished due to sickness, financial reasons, misfortun <?s 
of several kinds, and preoccupation of key persons with other press* 
Ing matters.

This i->ncuncenent is long overdue. It was mentioned in fanzines 
and was to have been put out over a year ago , but had to be post
poned because of the reasons mentioned. Than when P^n Rogers, our 
erstwhile Co-ordinator or Ecad Scientist journeyed from Canada to 
the Boskono (Boston Conference) and Concord, Few Hampshire, down to 
Kew York — thence to Savannah, Ga; lliani, Fla; Mobile, New Orleans, 
Little hock, Memphis and surroundin'; areas on his ’’Goodwill Tour Of 
Fandom” many new contacts and friends were made, much inf oration 
gathered, and advice and support were received.

Now at last we arc ready and really trying to ’’go to town” as 
the expression goes. He have new members and spirit, better formed 
ideas and long-range plans completely worked out (many of these are 
the result of over 3 years of careful scientific studying and plan
ning;). The first thing then was to send out an announcement. Se
cond, .the several publications to be issued. Third, the actual or
ganizing and field work it will be necessary to do.

New friends have been made, several important personages in the 
fan world, new support gained, and interest aroused on every hand. 
We have .actually succeeded in organizing several now clubs and even 
state-iff ide Cosmic Fan Federations, with two representatives in Cana
da (at present — more will be , formed all over a free world soonJ)
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Wo are a live-wire, sincere Jy friendly bunch of fellas and gals, 
men and women who intend to really do things and accomplish sone* 
thing. If you want to get together with a group who has all sorts 
of long-i-ange plans and activities scheduled, many of which are now 
in progress, who are actively and sincereJy working for the best in
terests of Fandom, one who is really going to put Fandom on the map 
in every state in the Union, working to the end that Fandom will be
come a power or influence in the post-war world at sometime in the 
future ----- then by all means get into "THE CIRCLE"! Ue need the
support of all sincere and cosmic-minded fa asmen and women every# 
where. Y/c need YOUR support!

If you arc a new fan or just a reader, we will be glad to gif-g 
you a hearty welcome, and we invite you, personally .into our friend#, 
ly Circle. Here is your chance to get in touch with all the fan ac>. 
tivities that are now going on, plans for the future, etc, in our 
big Cosmic family till over the planet.

If you want to publish a fem magazine and don*t know quite how, 
or don’t have the equipment and material, we will give you every 
possible assistance, even t part of material and mimeographing! If 
you are desirous of forming a club in your city or area, we will 
Give you names of fans in y ur vicinity, offer you sup astions as to 
charter, title, or be of any assistance possible in helping you get 
started o r plan activities., IF YOU DESIRE THIS HD. The Cosmic 
Circle Supply Depot (where papers, inks, stencils ana all fan sup
plies my be obtained at considerably reduced pi ices and discount to 
members); the Fanzine Bureau (which will help anyone in world 
plan and publish an amateur magazine, or publish it for then JLf 'they 
out stencils furnish supplies, or even furnish supplies for then 
at a low cost)f the Manuscript Service ,in connection W:i>th the Office 
of Cosmic Education (which will furnish you with material for your 
publication free, if you request it); and thp Planet Bureau (or 
Bureau of World Information) where members nay obtain any scientific 
or factual data these advantages arc at the
disposal of IhabWE-bers. It is their privilege to make use of these 
and many more services offered, if they so desire. Hew services and 
departments arc being added from time to time, as the need for then 
arises,' and as soon as their existence is justified by expansion of 
the membership.

Y/hile we greatly desire and need nature fans, older fans, still 
we must ALSO HEVE younger blood and the inspiration' and ^ynanism of 
youth. If you are "14 years old and read htjazing", or indeed if you 
are HKY age and read hlYY magazine , you my join toot Ho one-is 
barred because of age, sex, race, or creed.

Here is the chance for every young rcadei' and fan to get in 
with the bunch of older fans, and find out what it’s all abou-fc,' 
Who’s Who in fandom, how to publish your own nagazinp, or take part 
in any of the other important fan activities, or at least to know 
and keep in touch with all the biff-things that are going on! and al
so to get acquainted with many other followers of science fiction, 
•fantasy, or weird, just like you and of your own ago J,

If you care to write to Helen or Don,' Raymond or Matthews and 
tell us what your hobbies and interests ,arc , we can find you corrcs-» 
pendents in your own city or vicinity I DC GET IFTO THTB WITH US . ' 
FMS a.® READERS! THIS IS a PEkSQEML IHVIInTTO FROM ME Uli SS Helen 
Bradleigh) TO EVEiYOKE EHO RECEIVES a CQJY OF THIS* TQ SEED « W* 
Card how.’ ■ .... iW..........
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,.v,a this is> on appeal to nil interested GIRLS and GInL JUS.’ x., let 
of girls arc interested in science fiction, fantasy, or weird. he 
have several. in our organization surd arc very proud of tl}cn. (nayb^ 
this is because gals m*c 5-ust naturally s» smart or their intuition 
tells then stf is ths literature of the Future, and.Chsmeh an£--’’Cos* 
jicttes" are the people of the Suture, and the Cosriic Concept is thfc 
Cosmology, philosophy, er ’’religion" of the Future. Of course* 
prejudiced by being a girl.’ —Helen)

But seriously, this io ar invitation to all girls ana women in* 
terested in science, stf, fmtr.sy and weird to write to no, Helen, 
persona -I ly — for any inf .?i‘uati on or to be cone a member. J e girls 
rust all stick together. COLE Ci, GIRLSI SEED THAT Cx.KD or letter, 
RIGHT AWAY. Helen Bradluigh, c/o 214 H. 20th, Newcastle, Indiana.

/»nd boys, and boy fans toe: there are really a lot of swell 
gals, nutant maidens, sciuatigii If? in this organization.— Cos.nttes 
who are distinguished persons in the circles of Cosmic Fandew I 
cun assure ycu, you do not know what you are Hissing, if you not 
gO into it at oncej n postcard can make you. a member of the Outer ,

can* -aBketyou a member of the ILTMx. CIRCLE,. whicn inclft^&pLthe 
COSMIC CECIL I-DETHIY, which in addition to all the other gAat fea
tures , contains one of the swellcst letter sections of all fandom t 
personally answered and conducted by Helen.

To young fans and readers I would likg to add that we are not 
cynical, snobbish, evasive, superior, or undbteinsted like some fans 
you way have written before I You can find out what you want to know 
from us, and be warmly welcomed into the group the same as anyone 
else, and treated just as though you had been in fandom for years, 
like the old-time fans J

Jionaribcr, this can be YOUR organization, the same as it is ony« 
one else‘s* All you must do is let Helen or Don KNOW OF YOU. Send 
that carl at onset Then all fandom will know of you, and through 
the DIGEST and COSMIC CIRCLE MONTHLY you will know about .XL FaNDC&| 
Remember, there is no charge or obligation of any kind to be in ths 
OUTER CIRCLE (and only 95# to be in the HIKLR and receive the C, Ce 
IHL’THLYJ

This is ns good a place as ary to state that this organization 
does not desire to interfere , oppose or compete with .any other club 
or organization. We indeed desire greatly to co-operate with the. 17. 
F, F. F. and any sincere groups or persons, who have the interests 
Of fandom and Cosmen at heart. Any person v he is a member of some-
other club or organization nay become a mmber of th- COSMIC CI'.CUL,
and vice versa. This is absolutely not a radical ox military organ» 
izationi Any possible gWterschanges in laws anyone c onn.ee t ed
with this Society night advocate or carvaign f u , would have to be
brought about in a demoerntic way, by the vote an'’, c co. sent of the 
people.’

We are for the allied War Effort and a United rations victory 
100$: There is no other hope for humanity, for Cosmic non and women. 
This is a struggle for a planet.’ unless the forces of Enlightenment 
win, there could be ho Fandom, no glori.us scientific civ5 *'i zation 
of the future like we plan, no pro or fan .-■jt.puzinvS, ■ U.o’
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a United, nations victory is unthinkable >

FREE CONTEST EC. 1 — 20 VALUaBIE PHILES

JUST FQR ^OJITUG <- yOSTC^D.

There is no catch to this, I It costs nothing to get in this 
contest. It is free and tfec prizes arc free, .-11 prize winners will 
be announced, in the C. £* WTKLY. ^njonc, whether member or not, 
may enter. You don’t have tq be a n.mbcr to get in the contest, I t 
is for you, and you—many of you who >re hearing about the CIRCLE 
for the first time. To get in th; contest all you have to do is drop 
a postftard. with your name and address,

The purpose of this contest iis to know how many copies were ac
tually received. Jinny of thv addiesscs we have arc old, and'pcoplc 
have done a lot of moving around since then. Also to hear from as 
mny fans as possible end get the opinion of fandom on the matter. 
We regard and value your opinion very highly.’ At any rate, we want 
possibly EVERYONE who receives this, to send a postcard to 214 Forth 
20th, Newcastle, Indiana. There is’ no obligation of any kind for you 
to do sq, uncLyou LAY WIN A VALUABLE PRIZE’

After oxi.., it costs a lot of money to put out 1,250 copies of 
this (over 1500 arc actually being put out.—Don.) and we have kind# 
sent you a free copy, in a spirit of all sincerity. Would you please 
do likewise, by at least sending in the one cent card! It is sort 
of a matter of honor.

Please understand that this LOES EOT make you u member, by send
ing the card to us in our contest.* Indeed, you may be violently op
posed to it, and still be in tha contest and win & prize. , It was 
stated before, that all you had to( do to become a member of the out
er circle was to drop a card—this is true. But you must %Y you 
want to be a membar* Or • inisome way signify your desire to become 
one. Otherwise you will merely be entered in the contest, end of 
course will not be a member. As previously stated, you may even be 
definitely against it,

in other words, WE W^lIT EVEJOTONE TO SEND IN THE CARD whether 
for or againstl This is sufficient to enter you automatically in the 
contest. Nothing else to do. It. you ALSO wish to become a member, 
merely SAY THAT YOU DO on the curia But either way, whether you da 
or do not, you are privileged to enter the contest.

RULES: 1. This contu4^ is open to anyone, whether members or 
non-members of C. C. Anyone may enter (except the Council of 4 and 
high officials and their fameziies.). To enter simply send a posted 
with your name and address on it. It is not even necessary to write 
anything else----- naturally we wotild prefer you giving a few wouf.s
about your opinion of our Organisation and the ideas in this an
nouncement either pro or conf’]?lease feel free to express your hon - 
cst opinions: This is free America, remember.

2. Femes from all curds received will be written on c<jual size 
slips of paper, and deposited in the contest box. These will prob
ably be several drawings, so you jnpy have several chances to win a 
prize, simply by sending in one curd.. Date of drawing and deadline 
will be announced soon in the C. C • Monthly.

3. Slips will be ditiwn from the box after it has been thorough-
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ly axil freely rotate! and otherwise mixed up in the approve! Bank 
Night metho!, by members of the Council and/or some famous fans or 
committee appointed by then in presence of these said fans , in order 
to insure perfect fairness and promote the spirit of fair play. Win
ners w;‘11 J’b e announced in C. C. 11. The cattest is LIGHT NCW OF
FICIALLY ES PROGRESS! The sooner you send your card, the surer you 
will be of getting into it.

4. 1st Prize consists of a one year subscription to any maga
zine you care to name. 2nd and 3rd prizes each consist of a half yr 
subscription to your favorite mag (if you win, you tell us what it 
is). 4th an! 5th, a one year subscription to COSI1IC CLtClE LiONTHLY 
(12 issues). 11th, 12. 13, each receive the copy of C. C. E. in 
which the winners arc announced. 14th too 20th each, a copy of Truk 
K^TnSTIC EXPERIENCES.

In other words, there will be 20 drawings, 20 big prizes. Each 
of you has 20 chances to win one of those prizes 1 Everyone is eli
gible to win in all 20 drawings. Your name is left in fox all 20, 
oven if you have won one prize. So you have 20 big chances for 
sending one little postcard.

We want to hear from each one of you, whether you agree uith_us 
fully, only in part, or disagree violently and venomously. Helen 
wants to ask you personally to offer constructive criticism, if you 
write anything but name and address on your card. How yer, nothing 
you say on .ths card will bar anyone from the contest. Don't forget 
to put your name and address so we cun send you the prize I

Surely you must have some cor®ient or criticism to make, for or 
against, seme ideas to offer or stages t. We u-oull like to hear each 
and every one of you give his ov.n personal ideas , options and. sug
gestions'. Please express any opinion you may hovel We’re asking 
for it.

Hany of the fans will be for/his — indeed, many have already 
signified that they are very definitely . and solidly W12 C0SH1C 
CIRCLE   and some will be opposed, wc predict.

But there will be an enormous amount of discussion, argument 
apd controversy ----- and many fans will leave the smug complacency of
their easy chairs by the fire (or the frigidairc , as the case may 
be J to join in the furore, or to launch a violent discussion.

By the way, EVERYONE who sends n card, whether winning a prize 
or not, will be seat free a valuable souvenicr. This, sent free, to 
everyone who enters the contest^ so you CAN’T LOSE. Everyone gets 
Somethingl You have lots of things t o win, and NOTHING to lose. 
Drop that card today, before you become busy and forget it.

hn;1 if you should ALSO want to become a member, just write that 
too, on your card when you are sending it anyway for the contest ----
remember it costs nothing to join the Outer Circle I There arc yn-ny 
frue advantages free magazines/■" free member Services an! privlie- 
ges , stickers, stf envelopes, hclpfc with your club or publishing your 
m&ga-zine if you desire it, etu.

GBlJjSIS GF THIS ALNCL hCBiENT

Hiss Helen Bradlcigh, yours for the Cause, was glad to have been 
the author or writcr-upcr of this Announcement ,btit was not and. never 
could have been the creator or originator. The material herein was 
the long, digilent^ and painstaking work of many people over a l&ng
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ANNOUNCING

May, 1943

THE COSMIC BULLETIN ia an 
official organ of the 
Cosmic Circle Society. 
Raymond Washington, Jr 
is c-di tor of this first 
issue which is being sent 
without charge to science-fiction f 
wVare very aracious to receive your comments 
the editor, whose address is Live Oal 
schedule for this publication.

indom and other interested parties, 
which should be sent to 

Florida. As yet vie have no set

May 15, 1943
Live Oak, Florida

has

you 
its

To me has fallen the task of stenciling all of this first issue, as 
well as writing a great deal of it, if not all. I was to have 
received material from Don Rogers ■ (Cosmic Circle Society) , but none 

a.Y’-'7ived.• Please beai* with. me while I explain further•
The Cosmic Circle Society is the sponsor.. In the following pages 

will find information about this organization, its purposes, and 
ideals. , . ., .
If there are any mistakes, or misleading statements m this issue 

they will be corrected in'number two.
And there may well be mistakes, for Rogers and the others have no 

opportunity to read and approve this material. The Cosmic Circle is 
at a disatvantage as one of its directors lives so far south. We 
expect to evolve more efficient methods of cooperation soon.

As for this Digest, it is written mainly for fandom, but not 
exclusively. We wish the support of the fans especially, as science
faction fosters and encourages our aims, but we also operate on the 
principle that there are many intelligent persons who do not read 
Science fiction, but would favor our movement. Our appeal is meant to 
be universal

Editor:
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What are our aims? I understand them to be the betterment of 
world, conditions , the forming of a bloc of voters who want a scientific 
and. liberal government, a club to unify people who think and. who favor 
the cosmic ideals of science fiction. We intend, to advertise for 
members in professional publications when it seer® advisable* We hope 
to bring about great changes for the better in future years, but we 
acknowledge that it will be a slow and tedious process.

But there’s got to be a starting point somewhere. We don't 
expect to accomplish miracles overnight,. But we do expect.-to Erc-o.-otit— 
plish something.

When any group of people decide on accomplishing something, the 
first and foremost thing to do is to get organized. That is what oup 
society is for. We need your support.

The final details are not worked out yet, but they are in the 
process of being worked out. A Constitution is being prepared. Meet
ings are being held, Publications are being planned. Stationary 
has been ordered, and stickers shall be forthcoming.

This is not "just another club", a passing whim, or a wildly 
impossible venture. The officers are sincere, and mean to carry on 
regardless of obstacles. Their is little chance of the society being 
dissolved because of the officers being inducted. Their positions 
are pretty stable at present. The High Command, Cosmic Circle 
Society, consists of four people: one is a girl; one has been rejected 
by the Army; one is under-age and shall continue to be for months to 
come , and the rc'niaining officer seems to breeze along with no fear of 
the long arm of his uncle.

When our membership expands, we may hold conferences at the 
central headquarters in Indiana.

We do not set ourselves in rivalry with any existing fan organi
zation. This is one of our basic premises.

„f you are interested in the society, and wish to know more 
about it, write to Vergie Allen, 214 N. 20th , Newcastle
Tnliana. .......

(This issue mimeographed, stapled, and mailed by
'■^and Brad lei gh.) ... , ...
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Raymond Washington, 'Jr

Lay a foundation for improving world conditions

Exchange ideas

If you 
writing to 
society, 
members , 
under way, lour name will be then entered in th 
Giro le ----
other inf carnation. The due
announced la ter 
G i r c 1c iwon thly.

At any rate, you can all
the Outer Circle. Further details will

wish, you may be listed as an outer-circle member by
- 0,J .. > expressing your sincere interest in this

ana your willingness to have your- name, listed in the book off" 
a issued when the society gets well

ledger of the Outer 
Digest, and perhaps 
will probably be 
or the Cosmic

you'will receive, free, each issue of the 
for the Inner Circle

in a future issue of the Digest,

write Eoge s’ and ask 
be sent you.

to be listed in

ah comments on this issue reaching 
to .lowers and the others. the editor will be forwarded
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